General Installation Manual
Bolt Together Silos
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Product Description
The figure below shows a standard silo arrangement

Legend
Item No.
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Description

1

Pneumatic infill piping

2

Pressure relief valve

3

Silo roof assembly

4

Dust filter collector

5

Safety hand railing

6

Access ladder and cage assembly

7

Silo body ring

8

Base plate

9

Level sensor

10

Large outlet cone section

11

Maintenance access hatch

12

Small outlet cone section

13

Arch breaker

14

Decompression device

15

Maintenance platform

16

Horizontal bracing

17

Leg section

18

Cross bracing

Preparation before installation
Unloading
The silo components are shipped well packaged and bolted together for added stability. The devanning
staff are to examine the goods and in the case where it is found to be unstable, extra care needs to
taken in unloading the panels. The situation is to be assessed and the safest solution decided upon. A
crane may be used where the panels are carefully removed using a chain, a hook and a shackle. A
safety officer is to be present during the process to ensure all safety procedures are adhered to during
the devanning process. Note: all staff are to wear related personal protective equipment before
undertaking any work.
Before installation:
1. Consider crane parking position and coverage area
2. Lay components out on the principle of the first to be used in front
3. Place components tidily and in a compact manner to take up less space
4. Place similar components together as it would be easier to find
5. Avoid component collision in order to prevent scratching and deformation/damage
Recommended tools:
Recommended tools required are as follows:
1. Two-five air wrenches
2. Six manual wrenches
3. Two welding machines
4. One gas cutter
5. Three iron bars
6. Three crow bars
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Cone assembly
The first step in the silo assembly is to assemble the hopper cone outlet section. The following steps
explain the assembly procedure:

1. Start with the assembly of the large diameter section (the top section)
2. Layout the components as shown in the diagram below
3. place the bolts and nuts on the flange for location
4. Add silica gel on the mating faces and tighten the bolts
5. Apply glass cement between the flanges
6. Repeat process for the middle section of the cone hopper
7. Repeat process for the small (outlet) section of the cone hopper
8. Install reducing valve to the small (outlet) section of the cone hopper (if provided)
9. Lift the small section of the cone onto the middle section
10. Insert the necessary fasteners for alignments then apply silica gel on the mating flange faces
prior to tightening
11. Apply glass cement into the gap between the flanges
12. Repeat process to connect the middle (and outlet) cone sections to the large cone section

①

①

Large cone assembly
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Apply sealant between flanges

Reducing valve

AA

Medium cone assembly

Lifting
point

Aa3

Small cone assembly

Apply sealant between flanges

Aa2

Aa3
Aa4

Aa1

Aa1 Aa1

Aa2

Assembling small cone onto the medium

Assembling medium cone onto the large

cone assembly

cone assembly
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Base plate assembly
For the assembly of the base plate, follow the instructions and refer to the diagram below:
1. Lay out the components as shown in the diagram below
2. place the bolts and nuts on the flange for location
3. Add silica gel on the mating faces and tightening the bolts

Tighten bolts only after
applying silica gel

Aa1-2 Aa1-2
Aa1-2 Aa1-2

Place the silica gel
on the mating
surface

Aa1-1
Aa1-1
Aa1-1

Body ring assembly
For the assembly of the body rings, follow the instructions and refer to the diagram below:
1. Place the base plate assembly on the ground ready to take the body rings
2. Place the first body ring on the base plate and insert the necessary fasteners (connecting ring
to base plate) for location but do not tighten.
3. Ensure that the bolt head is facing outward and that a flat and spring washer is used on the
bolt head and nut sides
4. Place the second body ring onto the base plate and place the fasteners as per the first ring.
Note: the body rings overlap to create a complete seal
5. Continue to the third body ring completing the full circle
6. Insert silica gel between the base plate and the body rings as well as on the overlapped
section of body rings face before fully tightening the bolts
7. Insert glass cement on the inside and outside faces of where the base plate and body ring join
8. Complete the assembly of body rings and base plates until the full silo body is completed
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Body ring

Body rings overlapped and
bolted
Glass cement
applied (inside)

Glass cement applied (outside)
Base plate assembly

Silica get applied between body ring and base plate
assembly

Silica gel applied on overlapped surface
between body rings
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Silica get applied between body ring and
base plate assembly

Silo roof assembly
For the assembly of the roof, follow the instructions and refer to the diagram below:
1. Lay the silo roof panels on the floor
2. Place fasteners for location but do not tighten
3. Apply silica gel on mating faces between flanges and tighten bolts
4. Turn the roof assembly upside down and apply glass cement to seal the flange faces
5. fix body rings as per previous assembly

Aa3
Aa3

Apply silica gel between mating faces

Lay roof panel and align

Apply glass cement

Install body ring panels
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Leg frame assembly:
For the assembly of the leg section, follow the instructions and refer to the diagram below:
1. Lay two leg sections on the floor
2. Connect all cross and horizontal bracing between them
3. Repeat the above process for the other 2 legs
4. Lift one set of legs above the second and connect the bracing between the two

Crane

Horizontal brace

Cross brace

Completed leg assembly
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Connecting leg assembly onto hopper
For connecting the legs to the cone section, follow the instructions and refer to the diagram below:
1. Bolt the leg mounting flange onto the hopper cone section
2. Lift the leg assembly onto the flange
3. Weld the mounting flange and leg section

Bolt flanges together

Bolt flange

Weld legs onto bolted flange
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Silo Assembly
1. Find the most appropriate lifting points on the legs (or cone section) and connect to the crane
2. Lift the legs and cone section assembly onto the first body ring assembly complete with the
base plate. NOTE: the body ring with the thicker plate is to be the lowest (attached to the
hopper)
3. Align the body ring holes with the cone hopper section holes and place bolts for location but do
not tighten until silica gel has been applied between the two faces
4. Apply glass cement on the outside face
5. Lift the assembly onto the next body ring assembly
6. Align the base plate holes with the body ring holes and place bolts for location but do not
tighten until silica gel has been applied between the two faces
7. Apply glass cement on the outside of the mating faces
8. Repeat process until all body ring assemblies have been connected
9. Lift silo onto roof assembly and connect as per the process above
10. Once all panels are assembled a second crane is to be connected to the roof section and both
cranes may work together to turn the silo around
11. To avoid damage ensure the silo does not scrape on the ground

Lifting point

Legs

Legs and hopper
assembly

Body ring

Stage 1

assembly

Stage 2
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Roof assembly

Stage 3

First crane

Second crane

Accessory Installation
The following accessory items may be installed prior to silo rotation, this depends on the situation and
the most convenient approach is to be taken.
Safety hand rail installation
1. Lay out and align the hand railing onto the roof panel
2. Bolt down the hand railing onto the silo roof
Platform Installation

Insert the platform between the silo leg sections and rest onto the bracing. Weld platform in place.
Ladder Installation

1. Place the ladder between the gap in the safety hand railing and ensure that it is 1200mm above the
silo roof
2. Weld the ladder mount onto the allocated spot on the roof
3. Build up the ladder by placing the sections and welding the linking angle to join. Repeat process
until ladder in complete
4. Attach safety cage onto ladder
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Pneumatic infill pipe
1. Cut a hole (size to suit) into the silo 300mm to the side of the ladder and 300mm below the roof
panel and insert the pipe in it
2. Use the clamp arrangement provided to secure the pipe by welding onto the silo body. Ensure
that the rubber gasket is placed between the pipe and the clamp
3. Weld the pipe onto the hole cut in step 1

Platform
Pneumatic infill pipe

Level sensors

The ladder is to be 1200mm above roof panel

Safety cage
Clamp
Linkage
Rubber
gasket

Infill pipe

Linkage
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Level sensor installation
1. Cut a hole that is 5mm larger than the sensor paddle
2. Drill mounting holes with centers to suit the level sensor
3. Install the sensor ensuring that the rubber gasket is used
Relief valve installation
1. Cut a hole on the roof panel 5mm larger than the relief valve, position is to be opposite to the
infill pipe and 500mm from the edge of the silo wall
2. Insert the relief valve and weld in place
Filter dust collector installation
1. Weld dust collector mounting flange onto silo roof
2. Bolt filter dust collector onto the flange
Arch breaker installation
The arch breaker is simply screwed into the cone section
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Alternative assembly method
1. Complete roof section assembly
2. Install safety hand railing and other accessories present on the roof
3. Complete body ring assembly
4. Lift the roof assembly over the first body ring assembly complete with the base plate
5. Align the body ring holes with the roof ring mounting holes and place bolts for location but do
not tighten until silica gel has been applied between the two faces
6. Apply glass cement on the outside face
7. Install the top section of the ladder, high level sensor, infill pipe and other accessories present
8. Lift the assembly onto the next body ring assembly
9. Align the base plate holes with the body ring holes and place bolts for location but do not
tighten until silica gel has been applied between the two faces
10. Apply glass cement on the outside of the mating faces
11. Install next section of ladder and infill pipe including clamp every two body ring assemblies
12. Repeat process until all body ring assemblies have been connected
13. Complete cone assembly
14. Complete leg frame assembly
15. Complete leg to cone hopper assembly
16. Stand leg and hopper assembly and lower the completed silo body assembly onto it. NOTE:
the body ring with the thicker plate is to be the lowest (attached to the hopper)
17. Align the body ring holes with the cone hopper section holes and place bolts for location but do
not tighten until silica gel has been applied between the two faces
18. Apply glass cement on the outside face
19. Complete ladder and infill pipe assembly

Stage 1
Stage 2
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Stage 3

Stage 4

Health and safety
Employee and contractors safety handbook
(pages 4 to 57)
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